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THE TRAJECTORY OF MOLECULES. I view of the fact that it is through the efforts of Mr. Cooper 

In "The Fourth State of Matter," SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and other leaders in the American iron trade that England's 
January 25, last, an account was given of the experiments greatest rival in iron production has almost reached supre
made by Mr. William Crookes, showing the high probability macy, this recognition of his labors by the English iron and 
of a fourth state of matter, more ethereal than the gaseous, steel producers is particularly handsome. 
in which matter take on an entirely new set of properties. , • , ••.. 
At a social meeting of the British Royal Society, April 30, : SCIENCE AS A DETECTIVE. 

Mr. Crookes exhibited a series of experiments illustrating i A correspondent tells at greater length than we have space 
still further the curious behavior of electrified molecules in : for the story of an attempted fraud which was exposed by 

========================_ extremely rare media. i chemistry. 
By the improvements made in the Sprengel pump by Mr. i An emery wheel guaranteed to stand 600 revolutions was 

C. H. Gimingham it is now possible to produce vacua in run at the speed, of 1000 revolutions, and burst, doing a large 
O. D. MUNN. A. E. BEACH. 
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8���gg�,�iie,i;��l'tFs��t.;'s1'i.i���c���ed·:::::·.:·::.:·:::.::':.:':'::::'::. $� is' sphere. It is with vacua so produced, in the more perfect of on a letter written by the seller of the wheel, in which the 

Ulubs.-Oneextra copy of THE.SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.will be supplied which tha pressure is as low as one millionth of an atmo- i strength of the wheel wa� rated at 1 600 revolutions While gratIs for every club of five subscrIbers at $3.20 each i addItIOnal COPleS at ' . 
same proportionate rate. Postage prepaid. sphere, that Mr. Crookes' investigations were conducted. I in the office of the prosecutor endeavoring to effect a settle-

urSingle copies of any desired numoer of the SUPPLEMENT sent to one I I '11 b b d d' . .  . . . 
ad<1re •• on receipt of 10 cents. t WI e remem ere that the Iscovenes m questIOn were ment, the defendant observed that a certalll make of mk was 
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The Scientific AU1erican Supplement vacuum tube and separating it from the luminous glow. was used exclusively by the prosecutor. The defendant had 
s a distinct p3per fro", the SCIE"TIFlO AMERICAN. 'rHE SUPPLEMENT This dark space was found to be a region of molecular activ- for several years used another ink. Taking samples of the 
is issued weekly. Every number contains 16 octavo pages, with handsome ity similar to that in front of the vanes of a radiometer, by , two inks to a chemist, he was able after analysis to secure a 
cover. uniform in size with SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Terms of subscription which activity the negative pole, when free to move, is set I solvent for the one which would not atIect the othcr. for SUPPLEMI�NT, $5.00 a year, postage paid, to subscribers. Single copies . , 10 cents. Sold by all news dealers throughout the country. 1 III motIOn. The case came to trial. Evidence was taken as to the 

Cnrnl)illed Rates. - The SCIE:<TIFlC AMERICAN and SUPPI,EMIONT 1 The phenomena exhibited in his first published experi· kind of ink each party employed. Then the chemist was 
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Address MUNN & CO., 31 Park Row, N. Y. molecular shadows, the magnetic deflection of mol�cular ' writing untouched. The proof of the forgery was sufficient, 

ScIentIfic AU1erican Export Edition. streams, and the like-were shown anew, and supplemented I and the case was dismissed, leaving the dishonest prose-
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Export Edition is a large and splendid per- by even more beautiful effects, though nothing absolutely I cutor to defend himself from a criminal charge. 

odic.].l, issued once a month. E.1ch numb3r contains about one hundred new was developed ,. ••... arge quarto pages, profusely illustrated . embracing (1.) Most of the . 
plates and pages .Of the fo�r preced.ing weekly issues of the SC.[E"TI�JC I In some of the experiments variously-shaped poles were A NEW REFRIGERATING LIQUID FROM BEETS. 

AMERICAN, W Ith Its splendId engravmgs and valuable mformatIOn; (2')·1 used causing the molecular stn-ams to converge to a focus In Europe the principal supply of sugar is derived from Oommercial trade, and manufacturing announcements of leading houses. • J • •  
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'I'erms for Export Edition, $5.00 a ye,., sent prepaid to any part of the to diverge, or to move III parallel hnes. By one apparatus beets; the annual production of beet sugar being now seven 
world. Single copies 50 cents. � Manufacturers and others who desire the four principal phenomena of molecular physics in high hundred thousand tons. Besides this a large quantity of 
to aecure foreign trade may have large. and handsomely displayed an- vacua-namely the phosphorescent light of molecular impact I beet molasses is produced a portion of which is distilled and nouncements published in thIS edItwn at a very moderate cost. I . . ' '- . . 'I , 
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" , The SCIE"TIFIC AM"ltlCAN Ex port Edition has a large guaranteed circu- the proJectIOn of molecular shadows, the magnetic deflectlOn I a coarse �ort of whisky made; the stuff remamlllg III the re-
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illustrated. 1 ducts manufactured from beels. But Mr. Vincent has now 
The vacuum tube inclosed a circular concave negative elec- i succeeded in realizing from the refuse that remains a ftcr the 

trode, and at its center of curvature a light wheel was pi voted I beet molasses distillation, a combustible gaseous body, 
upon a horizontal axis. The wheel was a disk of thin mica, 

I 
which is easily condensed into liquid form, and is called 

Contents. carrying around its periphery a number of equidistant radial· chloride of methyl. 
(Illustrated articles are marked with an asterisk.) vanes ot aluminum, making the wheel look like a water- I This liquid, obtained as stated from beets, is used in the 

Angora goats turned to profit ... 35'1 May meetings ... ................ 361 wheel. When the tube was placed in connection with an in· preparation of some of the aniline colors; but it is now found 
±:::;fi��rri�����ue:::::.::::::: �Zb ��l!,a�iI�� ���:;;-i�t��pe::�::::.::: � duction coil, the stream of molecules concentrated upon the I to be especially valuable as a refrigerating agent By its 
�;;j�,Pi��':,T�l�£ .:::::: : :::::::.::: lliU ��r;,8Yi',i�S��:.l�',!':.�.�.�.ci.e�c.�s �� wheel fell in lil1e with its axis, in which case no motion re-I rapid evaporation a temperature of-55° C. , or 67' F. below 
g�lg�fJ:J't����������t:;'f;ter;':: �:� �1�':,�tei:;r�e'map:iiie::::::::::::: �gi suIted. But on bending the stream of molecules up or 

I 
zero, may be maintained, which is far below the freezing 

g�o,:'il�')fi���t;:,.r�Aa��opr;,�� h�al��: !l:J1 f,��';;'ot:"aiili; a sixpe"riily:::'::'::: ��� down hy magnetic action the focus of impact would fall point of mercury. Prof. Huxley says that by this mpans 
Compressed air for blasting ...... :1;6 I 'lain talk to Southern idlers ..... 359 above or below the axis, and the wheel would be set to spin- : mercury (which freezes at 39' F. below zero) may be frozen 
gg��U::{�f;iFonrsd����d:::.:::.::: �;;� Ra����tt

WmA()����rc���t�eiition·s:. ��1 ning at a lively rate. I by the pound. For the manufactnre of ice this new beet 
E�ii���l*' .��:�:.::::::::::',.':::::' i� ecen mencan pa ents .. ... o),'),'l • I 
Electric light. the .......... .... .

.. 
:l58 ��l�r:�;�W;U:'��8'f�0�ba��i's� � I Very brilliant effects were also produced by causmg the· root product promises to become of much importance. 

Electric li�kt in a fish m 'rket ... 3;1 Science as a detective ........ ... 352 molecular stream to fall on naturally phosphorescent sub- .. �. I • Gold mertals won at Paris ........ 3")--1: Some aspects of labor .... .. ..... 3fil • d'ff MAGNETIC MOTORS Girdling the grape vine. .. .... 3:il Specimens of Turkish pottery' .. 3G1 stances, as, for example, diamonds. At snch times I erent • 

�:XEo�l.1:Jf���'i�ne�hde��n';���c:: ��; �l��l"o��;:J�:irw':;�J!,:�::::::::.:· tii sorts of diamonds were distinguished by different colors- Is there an available source of energy in magnetism? 
i��':en:!�(i,W�lg�;r���?i�)lf,rs���.::: 1�� �';I��c�����:X:';j.i�,:n·made::::: ilZt blue, pale blue, orange, red, green, and pale green-African There are very many inventors who believe that there is, and 
t�������{�i����r��81a,:�:::::.:: t7,� ��;;j��l��� g;S�';;I����:;:tiie ::: : �� diamonds emitting a blue phosphorescence. Rubies, on the every year many attempts are made to produce economical 
MagnetiC motors .................. 352 Undergroun<1 telegraph wires .... 352 other hand, whatever their normal tint, all assumed under the magnetic motors. A short comparison between the force of 

--.-----.--- molecular hail the deep -, pigeon's blood" red, characteristic magnetism and other natural forces will answer our ques· 
TABLE OF CONTENTS OF -of a fine ruby. Even white precipitated alumina gave under tion. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT the molecular stream the same ruby color, though normally An iron steamship plies between New York and Liverpool; 
N <>. 1..79. without a trace of color. it is more or less a magnet under the influence of the earth. 

Thus far these researches of Mr. Crookes seem to be bril- Yet the helmsman does not allow for the attraction of the 
For the Week endil1l1: -Tnne 7. 187'9. Hant rather than instructive in their results; but it is alto- north or south poles of the earth upon this magnetic matter. Price 10 cents. For EaJe by all by all newsdealers. 

I ENGINEERING AND MECHANlCS.-H. M. S. Comus. The fi .. t of gether too early to pronounce upon their possible value. This attraction is immensely inferior, even if the steamship 
the six steel corvettes built at Glasgow for the British Navy. I iIlus. I ••• , .. were made of steel and been magnetized to saturation, to the 

A Light Draught Stern Wheel Steam Yacht. Detail drawiags of the THE INTERNATIONAL CANAL CO.NGRESS. drift of the tides, or even to the effect of the gentlest breeze. 
fast river yacht, built at Rock Island, Ill., for government Ul-Ie, and de- I . , d' . . T scribed in SOl'PLEME"T No. l7'<. 3 figures. Table of measurements. An mternatlO[�al canal ?ongress, :or .ISCUSSlllg proJects he force of gravitation, however, sinks the heavy vessel 

Watt's Single-Acting Simple and Compound Engines. 6!11ustratiom for the constructIOn of an mteroceamc slup canal across the deep in the water, and is ready to draw it with all on board 
of small and light engines for steam launches, torpedo boats, and simi- American isthmus, met in Paris May 15. M. Ferdinand de to the very bot.tom of the ocean. While the force of magnet. Jar uses. . . " 

War Manufactures in Woolwich Arsenal. England. The casting of Lesseps was fitly chosen president. Smee the mam obJect ism decreases or remains constant when the masses of the at-
7CO lb. Bhells. 1 illustration. The finishing of Palliser shells. of the convention was to compare routes and decide upon tracting magnetic bodies are increased, the attracting force 

End of the �e of Brass. The discarding of locomotive ornaments . . the one to be recommended as a practical enterprise the of gravity steadily increases with the masses of the two Economy of phun engines. I 
' 

Standard Meters. By Prof. J. E. HILGARD. Bronze, iron, and pla- priucipal interest naturally centered in the Committee on bodies, between which this attraction acts. 
Unum standards and their behavior. The International Bureau of Technique. It is sometimes proposed to utilize the magnetism of the 
Weights an i Measures. h . . b . 

I,ocomotive Electric Light. Description of an English portable elec- Up to this writing, May 22, six routes have been under ex- eart III magnetic motors y supplying any waste III the en-
tric light apparatus. 1 illustration. amination and discussiQOI, namely, the Nicaragua route, ergy of a permanent magnet from the'store in the earth. Let 

II. TECHNOLOGY.-Iron and Steel at the Paris Exhibition. New uses the Panama route, the San BIas route, the Tiati·tolo route, us see how much this force of the earih's magnetism is in 
of iron. Allotropy of metals. Schutzenberger's investl.Iations. Cool- the Tuyra-Caquitri-Atrato route, and t.he Atrato-N apipi comparison with the force of gravity, which is our uni versal 
iug hot journals. Von Heren's method. route. At first the Tiati-tolo route, known as Lieutenant measuring force, so to speak. Suspend in a vertical position 

III. ELECTRICITY, LIGHT, ETC.-Electricity in air. Eleclrified dust. Wyse's lockless canrll and tunnel route, seemed to have the from one end a cylindrical bar of iron which is about one 
A Mirror Barometer. De Bort's optical improvement in barometers. 

1 illustration. brightest prospects, from the strong party and personal in· foot in length. It should be hung by a very short wire or 
The Japanese MagiC Mirror. PTofessor Ayrton's explanation of its. fluence known to be working in its favor. The Sub-Com· thread from its north pole. Hang beside it a brass rod of the 

magic quality. �'riday evening discourse at the Britbh Royal Insti- I 'tt T il f d th t 't b bl t same dimensions, and provide it with the same length of sus-tute, London. January 21. 1 illustration. I ml ee on unne s, lOW ever, onn a I s pro a e cos 
Newtonian Telescope for Amateurs. How to make a light, cheap, had been greatly underrated, and that under the most favor- pension. Then set the two rods to swinging, and count the 

yet powerful and accurate instrument. 1 illustration. I able conditions it would cost $160,000,000. 'fhis discourag- number of swings which each makes in a given number of 
IV. ARCHITECTURE AND SANITARY ENGINEERING.-An English I ing blow was followed by such an able presentation of the seconds. It will be found that the two rods will accomplish 

Convalescent Home. The Hunstanton retreat for the sick poor of the 'mpractl'c b'l't f th h b th E gl'sh engineer Sir very nearly the same number of swings in the same time. Eastern counties. 1 il:ustration. i I ,a I I Y 0 e sc em� y e n 1 , _ 
Common Defects in House Drains. By ELIOT C. CLARKE, C. E .. en- , John Ha wkshaw, that. the proJect was abandoned. The rods will differ very little in weight, and their moments 

gineer in ch'1rge of sewerage work, Boston, Massachusetts. An ex-I Already the choice seems to be narrowed to two projects, of inertia will be very nearly alike. The vertical force of 
ceptlonally valuable paper, from the 11th annual report of the State . d ., . h f b II" . 
Board of Health, 3( figures, showing a great variety of defects in house the NlCaragua route and the Panama route, and a eClSlOn the earth's magnetism, t ere ore, must e sma III COmparI-
drains and sewer connections, and the neceSSity of thorough and intel- will probably be reached in the course of a week. son with the force of gravitation; for the iron bar is acted 
Iigent sanitary supervision of house drainage. • ••• • upon by both gravity and the earth's magnetism, and yet it 

V. NATURAL H[STORY.-Plant and Animal Life. By A. R. GROTF-, A Medal Cor Peter Cooper. vibrates at nearly the same rate as the brass bar. An iron 
A.M., 7 illustrations. Relations of life and structure. The develop- h d . b . t '11 b ment of life. Protoplasm. bathybius, protomrnba. Multiplication of At the late meeting of the British Iron and Steel Institute, bar, such as we ave use m the a ove expenmen S, WI e 
fresh water amrnba. Growth of the red snow. Bryopis. Growth of in London, the Bessemer Medal of the institute was pre· i rendered feebly magnetic by the earth's magnetism, and could 
engloona agilis. Egg of the dog in different stages. Life inseparable sen ted to the venerable Peter Cooper as "the father of the I hold a light cambric needle at its extremity; but nothing 
from motion, and motion the result of material relationships. 

On the Queen Bee, with Especial Reference tc the Fertilization of her iron trade in America." In his presentation speech the more. This is the force from the earth which we can count 
Eggs. By JOHN HUNTER. The nature and development of the Queen President spoke of Mr. Cooper's half-century connection upon to renew the magnetism of steel when it has been de· 
��l�ed�he impregnation of the queen bee. A difficult problem with the iron trade, his Baltimore rolling mill in 1830, his I 

prived of it. 
Imect Powder. Superiority of Dalmatian to Persian'powder. Elfect building and running the first American locomotive, his �x- It has bee� sai� that it is possible to lower the ene.rgy of a 

of pyrethrum powder upon house fiies, aphis, etc. tensive iron works at Trenton, and especially the foundmg, magnet by vlhratmg an armature composed of a thm plate 
Chrystalogenesis. Investigations of M. LECOQ DE nOISBAUDRAN. and dl'rectl'on of the great Cooper Institute in this city. In I of iron in front of the maguet. An experiment will speedily A New Element. L. F Nilson's discovery of H scandium." 
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convince those who have no theoretical convictions upon the I LOCALIZING TELEPHONE CALLS. I combinations are ascertained fro� the results of chemical 
subject that it is not possible to do this. Having measured The district telephone companies employ various kinds of . analyses, aided by two important laws, which need only be 
in any way the lifting effect of a magnet or its action upon I alarms by which attention can be called to messages about to : briefly stated here, as they are not essential to our chain of 
a compass needle placed at a fixed distance, cause a thin plate be sent. Vibrating reeds and magneto-call bells of many I reasoning. The first, discovered by Dulong and Petit, is 
of iron to vibrate by any automatic arrangement very rapidly 

I 
patterns are found to be most efficient devices. A summons, that all atoms have the same specific heat, a conclusion 

in front of the magnet; and after some time has elapsed ex- however, sent to one house will necessarily be heard in all deduced from the fact that the products of the specific 
amine the strength of the magnet: it will be found as strong the houses or offices on the same circuit. In some localities I heats of the elements by their atomic weights differ very lit: 
aR befo:e. :rhe rate 0: vibration c.an be carried as. high as I this has bee� found to be very objectionable. There are: tIe fr�m the number 6'4 .. The second law is that of . Mit-
3,000 vibratIOns per mmute, and still the magnet Will be un-: many theoretlCal ways in which a call can be localized, so scherhch, that the crystallme form of substances furmshes 
affected. If one endeavors to use the magnetic energy of to speak. The most obvious way is to emplov a set of reeds an indication of their atomic structure. When two bodies 
the earth as a source of motive power, disappomtment will or tuning forks which will only respond to' definite notes .. are isomorphous, that is, when they have crystals of the 
surely result; for the earth's magnetism is too feeble to do At the sending office the proper reed or other vibrating' same form, their composition may be expressed by analo
an appreciable amount of work. Moreover the energy stored means is set ill action, and the reed or tuning fork at one I gous formulas. The latter law is true within certain limits 
up in permanent magnets is feeble, compared with that of station responds only. There are, however, certain practi- only. 
other forces. A horseshoe permanent magnet, the strongest cal difficulties in the use of this method: it is comparatively I Let us now test our formula for the composition of water 
that can be made, will not lift 200 pounds; and the lifting costly and requires accurate adjustment. Niemoller, in a by the discovery of Gay Lussac, stated at the beginning of 
force does not increase with the size of the magnet, except late article in Wiedemann's Annalen der Physik un{/, Chemie, this paper. Suppose, for convenience of illustration, that 
to a very limited degree. Very strong electric magnets, how- describes a simple method of setting a wire in vibration, the unit volume of hydrogen contains one thousand part i
ever, can be made. Prof. Henry succeeded in lifting 640 which might be also turned to account in localizing calls on cles; then an equal volume of oxygen must contain one 
pounds by one that he constructed. It might be supposed telephone circuits. I thousand particles, and so must one of water, vapor, or of 
that there is no limit to the amount that an electro-magnet A steel wire stretcbed between two points is provided witb any otber gaseous substance. But two volumes of hydrogen 
can lift; for we can idcrease the strength of the current whicb a platinum point at its middle; this point dips into a vessel containing two thousand particles combine with one volume 
circulates about the iron to a very great amount. There is a containing mercury. A current of electricity is passed over of oxygen containing one thousand particles to form two 
limit, bowever, to the amount of magnetism which can be the half length of the wire, and a magnet placed above the volumes of water vapor containing two thousand particles, 
imparted to soft iron. This limit has been placed at a lift- middle point of the half length through which the current which is equivalent to saying that two particles of water 
ing power of 354 pounds to the square inch. passes serves to maintain the vibration of the wire. The vapor consist of two atoms of hydrogen plus one atom of 

Let us now inquire into the expense of producing this ef- application of this simple interrupter to telephone circuits oxygen. Now, what does one particle of water vapor con
fect. One pound of coal yields 7'200 thermal units; one is obvious. At the sending office a wire could be stretched sist of? We cannot divide by 2, or else we shall obtain a 
pound of zinc yields 1'200 thermal units. One pound of zinc I with definite weigbts over a long channel of mercury, and I balf atom, which is impossible. The only way out of the 
costs ten times as much as a pound of coal. It will be seen, the length of the wire could be readily altered by simple difficulty is to conclude that the particles of bydrogen and 
therefore, that any magnetic motor will be sixty times as ex- bridges. In eacb office or station wires could be stretched oxygen arc all double, i. e., that they consist of an unde
pensive as a steam motor of the same horse power; for we on suitable sounding boards, provided with electro-magnets termined but even number of atoms. Then we shall see 
have no better agent for producing electricity in batteries placed above their qnarter lengths, and tuned to respond to that two volumes of hydrogen containing two thousand 
than zinc. The inventors of magnetic motors should t11ere- the note of the wire at the central office. Only the wire HH, combine with one volume of oxygen containing one 
fore turn their attention to the discovery of a cheaper source which is of the proper length and tension would respond to thousand 00, to form two volumes of water vapor contain
of electricity than zinc. The modern dynamo. electric ma- the same length and tension of the wire at the central office. ing two thousand H20. 
chine affords another source of magnetism. This machine, The wires could vibrate between bells or could strike when The comhination of two atoms of hydrogen among them
however, requires a powerful steam engine to run it, and its their amplitude of swing was at its greatest upon some selves is called a molecule of hydrogen, that of two atoms 
useful effect is necessarily less than that of the steam motor sounding substance. This metbod also requires careful ad- of oxygen among themselves a molecule of oxygen, and 
which is employed to generate the current of electricity. If justment, but it is much cbeaper than any system of reeds. the union of two molecules of hydrogen with one molecule 
the useful effect of such a machine for producing electric .. .. I .. of oxygen forms a molecule of water. To resume, one 
currents was greater than the work of the steam motor, we MOLECULAR CHEMISTRY.-NO. II. volume of water vapor occupies two volumes, consists of 
should have perpetual motion. The discovery that bodies combine in constant definite three double atoms, and weighs 17.960 times as much as one 

Let us now turn our attention to other agents wbich we proportions by weight was followed by one of almost equal volume (= one double atom) of hydrogen. 
can use as sources of power. A pound of water converted importance. At the beginning of the present century Gay! Our standard of comparison for molecules is the hydrogen 
into steam occupies about 1 ,250 times its former volume at the Lussac and Alexander von Humboldt f(lund that on: part molecule H., whose density is 1, and whose molecular 
ordinary pressure of the atmosphere. This would give over by measure (one volume) of oxygen combines with exactly: weight is 2. Hence we must multiply the densities of other 
18,000 pou?ds pressure on the squareinch, if the water when two parts by measure (two volumes) of hydrogen, and that gases by 2 to obtain molecular weights comparable to that 
converted mto steam was not allowed to expand. Liquid car- the water so formed occupies two volumes when it is meas- of hydrogen. For example: 
bonic acid at 86" C. in assumi�g the �aseous for� exerts over ured in a state of vapor. After numerous experiments, Gay The density of arsenic vap�r is .about 150'2 times that of 
1,000 pounds on the square mch. rhe explOSIOn of gun- Lussac announced that all gases and vapors combine in de- hydrogen. Its molecular Weight IS therefore 2 X 150'2, or 
powder ca� exert pressures from 5,000 to 20,000 pounds on finite proportions by volume, and also that the combining 300'4. A study of its compounds shows that this molecule 
the square mch, and the explosive force of nitro-glycerine has volumes have simple numerical relations to each other as is composed of AS,. or of 4 atoms each weighing Jtjl;f'� = 

�ot even been estimat.ed with any pr�cision, so tremendous well as to the volume of the resulting compound, the latter 75'1. The correctness of this atomic weig�t may be tes�ed 
IS the energy develope�. It can readily be seen that a motor being compared while in a state of vapor. as follows, by tbe law of Dulong and Petit: The speCific 
which is driven by th� expansion of stea.m, by the explosion While the 100 grains of water in our last paper contained heat .of arsenic '0814 multiplied by 75 = 6'113, which is 
0: gas and (;ommon air, 0: by the explosIOn of gunpowder.or eight times as much oxygen as hydrogen by weight, this sufficlCntly .near the a�era�e. 

_ . llltro-gly�erme affords With the feeblest of th.ese �genCies hydrogen takes up twice as much room as the oxygen. Still, The denSity of chlonne I� about 35 ::'a �mes that of hydro
work whl�h far surpasses what the most sangume lIlventor we are not able to answer the question, How many atoms of gen: Its molecule then we�ghs 2 X 30'2u, or 70'5. ,A com
of magnetlC moto;!! c�n even. dream 0:. . each does it take to make the smallest possible quantity of panson of the analyses of Its compounds shows thlE m.ole-

Elcct:o-magnetlsm.ls a SWl�t and mmble servltor.ready.to water? At the first glance it would �eem as though we �ule t� n
be composed of Cl" or of two atoms, each welgh

convey Ideas from mmd to mmd around the world m an lll- needed to know either the number of atoms contained in a Illg 3.)'
,,68. stant. The attempt to yoke Pegasus to a plow and to make given volume, say a cubic inch, or else their size, and infor- The density of mercury vapor is about 100 times that of 

him perform the work of oxen has often been dclineated by mation on these points appears to be no more accessible than hydrogen; its molecule is, therefore, about 200 times an heavy 
artists. We remember to have seen a series of cartoons which on the number or the size of the atoms contained in a given as that of hydrogen. A comparative study of its compounds 
represented the mournful attempt. There was the delicate, weight. Nevertheless the problem was most beautifully indicates that this molecule contains but a single atom; or, 
highly-strung steed beside the sturdy beasts whose true prov- solved by the Italian physicist, Avogadro. speaking more accurately, half as many atoms as the l:ydro. 
ince was to drag the heavy weight, and the various stages of Reasoning on the remarkable fact that all gases undergo gen molecule. This view satisfies the law of Dulong and 
the agony of Pegasus were vividly depicted. The cartoons very nearly the same diminution of volume, when subjected Petit; for 200 X '03332, the specific heat of mercury = 6'66. 
could have been called" Electricity in Harness," and would to the same pressure, or to the same degree of cold, Avoga- A similar study of ozone assigns to it a molecule composed 
equally well have illustrated the attempts of the inventorsQf dro concluded that this could be accounted for most simply of three atoms of oxygen, 0 •. magnetic motors. 

___ • • .. by supposing that all gases bave their particles separated by On the supposition that the hydrogen molecule contains 
UNDERGROUND TELEGRAPH WIRES. equal spaces, or, what is the same thing, that equal volumes only two atoms-the lowest even number-the other cle-

In a late issue of the 8CIENTIFIC AMERICAN notice was contain the same number of particles. ments have molecules consisting of one, two, three, and 
taken of the difficulties experienced in England in the use of Armed with this important deduction, we may now re- four atoms. It is evidently of no consequence to our reason
telegraph wires underground. Notwithstanding the apparent turn to the study of the composition of water and reason as ing wbether the hydrogen molecule contains two atoms or a 
success of the system in Germany, the electrician of the Brit- follows: The hydrogen in water occupies twice the space multiple of two, because all our other molecular weights, 
ish telegraphs pronounced decidedly against underground of the oxygen; therefore it contains twice as many particles, being only ratios, are affected pr.0portionally. . wires as less efficient, less durable, and much more costly or in other words, water contains two particles of hydrogen i . We re now

l 
prepare� t.o begm the study of the. relative 

than the ordinary system. The system of insulating under- for every particle of oxygen, and we may write H20 as a ' sizes 0 the mo ecules 0 sl�ple and compound bodies. . 
ground wires patented by Mr. David Brooks, of Philadelphia, formula representing its composition by weight and meas. We have f?und that a given volume of oxygen contams 
is said to be open to none of the usual objections, being at once ure. The combining weight of H being taken as unity, that as many �artlcles. as an e�ual volume of hydrogen, and that 
cheap, durable, and efficient. This plan is substantially as fol- of oxygen will be 2 x 8, or more accurately, 15 '960; for t?ese partlCles wel�h 16 tl�es as much; therefore ea�h par
lows: The wires are wrapped in cotton and bundled together the 0 in H,O was found to weigh eight times as mucb as I 

tlCle of oxyge� weighs 1� times as �uch as each partlCle of 
in a tight netting, to the number of 50 or less, then inclosed two volumes of H, consequently it weighs sixteen times as i �y�rogen. If these 

'
partlC�es occupied the whole space, that 

in a pipe and laid in the ground. Insulation is effected by much as one volume. IS, If there were no mterstlCes, we could conclude that the 
oil which is poured into the pipe after it is laid, and the pipe As equal volumes of different gases contain tbe same num- particles of oxygen and the particles of hydrogen are equally 
is kept full by having the source of supply in an elevated ves- ber of particles, the weights of these particles must be the large. . sel. 

. 
A mile of line was thus laid about two lears ago in same as tbe densities of the gases, when hydrogen is taken As we hav: not, however,. any means of knowl.ng the real 

West Philadelphia, with complete success. A hne across the as the unit both of weight and volume. This follows di- or absolute SIZ� of th�se �artlCles, we shall he obliged, at the 
Schuylkill, in 35 feet of water, has been in operation rectly from tbe definition that density is the amount f t- outset of our mvestlgatlOns, to define a molecular volume, 
since April, 1877, with increasing insulation. It is said ter contained in a given space. The densities of 

°
a �a or the volume of a molecule, as the cubical space of which, 

that a line on this system will be laid between New York great number of gases, as well as of vapors, have been de::� , �t a given moment, i� occ�pies �he ee
d
n.t;r-t d�finition. t�at 

and Philadelphia this summer, and that the system will mined by independent methods with the utmost care, and Illv�lves no hypothesl.s. . here .IS no I cu ty III concelvmg 
soon be generally adopted in this city. The exclusive the correctness of Avogadro's deduction has been again and a .gl.ven volume as diVided up mto equal cuhes, each eon-
right to construct telegraph lines in the United States under again corroborated. tammg a molecule. C. F. K. 
Mr. Brooks' patent was purchased a short time since by Gene- Whenever, therefore, an element forms either gaseous .. , •• • 
ral Stager, of Chicago, one of the vice-presidents of the combinations or such as may be reduced to a state of vapor, THE Fall River (Mass.) News relates the following as a 
Western Union Telegrapb Company, and president of the we have two trustworthy means of determining its atomic fact: Two men were conversing about the anticipated 
Western Electric Manufacturing Company. The purchase weight: we can ascertain the percentage composition by strike the other day, wben one of them, a mule spinner, re
was made, however. for General Stager's personal benefit, chemical analysis, and we can determine the density of the marked tbat he had been in 26 strikes <luring his lifetime. 
and not on account of the Western Union Telegraph Com- gas or vapor into whose composition it enters. "Well," said the other, "did you ever make anything by 
pany, as first reported. The atomic weights of elements that do not form gaseous it?" "Not once," was tbe reply; "lost every time." 
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